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ABOUT TATA TRUSTS

Tata Trusts are amongst India's oldest, non-sectarian philanthropic organisa�ons. Since its 
incep�on, Tata Trusts have played a pioneering role in transforming tradi�onal ideas of 
charity and introducing the concept of philanthropy to make a real difference to communi-
�es. Through grant-making, direct implementa�on and co-partnership strategies, the 
Trusts support and drive innova�on in the areas of healthcare and nutri�on; water and 
sanita�on; energy; educa�on; rural livelihoods; natural resource management; urban 
poverty allevia�on;  enhancing civil society and governance; media, arts, cra�s and 
culture; and diversified employment. The Trusts engage with competent individuals and 
government bodies, interna�onal agencies and like-minded private sector organisa�ons to 
nurture a self-sustaining eco-system that collec�vely works across all these areas.

ABOUT DATA DRIVEN GOVERNANCE

The Data Driven Governance (DDG) Ini�a�ve of the Tata Trusts works with rural and urban 
decision making systems to enable inculca�on of data as a way of life in the planning and 
delivery of government schemes – thereby crea�ng significant impact for underserved and 
marginalized communi�es. This has been demonstrated through deployment of inclusive 
data and technology processes at district and city levels, through large scale partnerships 
with governments, central planning en��es, founda�ons and philanthropies such as the 
Ni� Aayog, Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs and Tata Steel Rural Development 
Society. 

The Urban Engagements under the DDG Ini�a�ve of the Tata Trusts provides directed tech-
nology and capacity building support to urban administra�ons at central and city levels 
through effec�ve fore-grounding of city data policies, data standardiza�on models, imple-
menta�on of inclusive open data portals, improved civic engagement and skill building of 
municipal officials in data and technology prac�ces
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This case study outlines the journey of the Pune

Open Data Platform(ODP), a city level open

platform which builds on the mandate of the

Central Government’s Open Data Policy. Pune

was the first city in India to initiate a municipal

open data store in the year 2016. The project

was conceptualized by Pune Municipal

Corporation (PMC) and led to the population of

50+ datasets in the first phase at different levels

of aggregation and time-frames.

Incidentally, Pune was also one of the first cities

to sign up for the City Data for India Initiative, an

initiative by Tata Trusts to empower and enable

Indian cities to use data as their new currency of

planning and development, through delivery of

the first international standard on city data, the

ISO 37120 framework. It may be noted that the

city received a Platinum certification, the highest

level of certification in the process.

Post certification, as a response to the Municipal

Commissioner’s foresight in envisioning the need

for a dedicated resource for data engagement

and management, the Trusts deputed India’s first
City Data Officer(CDO) to Pune Municipal

Corporation(PMC) in partnership with Tata

Consultancy Services(TCS). The CDO is a unique

leadership role within the city administration,

and works with the senior city leadership to tap

the potential of municipal datasets to drive data

driven decision making, and to seed the data

culture within and beyond the Corporation.

In the second phase from 2017 onwards, with

the CDO’s induction, 400+ additional datasets

have been added with a focus on adding real

time datasets with high levels of granularity so as

to make it usable and relevant to external and

internal municipal stakeholders. The datasets are

typically related to administrative, financial and

service delivery fronts – functions of the city

administration which affect the day to day lives

of the city’s residents. This has enabled the Pune

ODP to become one of the most active and

robust municipal ODPs in India.

With the Smart Cities Mission creating a

centralized open data platform for the 100 Smart

Cities and nominating CDOs as well, more cities

are likely to embrace the cause of open data in

the months to come. This case seeks to outline

the process followed by Pune, the importance of

the position of the City Data Officer and the

possibilities that open data throws up to engage

academia, industry, organise hackathons and

conceive innovative ways to solve civic problems.
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Pune Municipal Corporation(PMC) is transforming

the entire ecosystem of public services through

the use of information technology and is

committed to digitization and data based

decision making. One of the first cities in India to

participate in the International Organisation for

Standardisation (ISO) 37120 certification for cities

in 2016, PMC reported on over 90 indicators

under 17 development themes such as health,

education and solid waste management, leading

to the city being awarded a Platinum certification

(the highest). This confirmed the availability of

high quality, verifiable datasets within the city’s
administration.

Availability and accessibility of verifiable, granular

and timely data are the twin pillars on which the

data maturity of a city stands. A large quantum of

government data remains within the purview of

the administration, and is seldom exposed to

external stakeholders. Even when cities subscribe

to the vision of making data accessible for better

governance, it is a challenge to do so, as the

collected data lie in siloes.

Further, sustainable API based data integration

mechanisms require centralized planning, and a

marked shift in the handling of technology and

platforms.

A well thought out open data policy at a central

and city level enables municipal departments and

parastatal agencies to collect, aggregate and

disseminate their data in a manner which enables

inter and intra departmental data sharing,

improves collaboration between government and

external stakeholders, and assists in facilitating

improved service delivery and increased socio-

economic development in the city.

A. Developing an Open Data Platform

Pune Municipal Corporation proposed to enable

a platform which could address the central issue

of data silo-ization at departmental levels, and

make select datasets available on a single

platform to all stakeholders in the city ecosystem.

Availability of open data has tremendous

potential to involve ecosystem partners in the

process of planning and implementation of a

city’s development objectives.

The Challenge
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Figure 1: Merits of Open Data

Image Source: European Data Portal 

The Solution
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In Pune, this was proposed to be done by

taking the following steps:

i. Identification of internal and external

datasets that can be made available basis

existing privacy norms of the

Government of India

ii. Making government data understandable

to the public through adherence to

appropriate metadata standards and

benchmarks

iii. Data standardization and dynamic data

integration for facilitating accessibility,

analysis and research

iv. Creating value by catalyzing application

development for citizen centric problem

solving

v. Promoting innovation through

collaboration events such as ideation and

solutioning hackathons

B. Implementation Modalities

PMC set up an open data platform to

provide open access by proactively

releasing data available with various

departments of the corporation (and

external agencies) on a single public

platform.

B.1 Identification of Open Data

It is important to identify data which will

be useful if brought in the open data

realm for improved city level decision

making. A data policy is essential to

understand the contours of data sharing,

standardization, privacy, security and

ownership in the context of the city.

Certain types of data (e.g. an

individual’s tax payments) are clearly

private and should not be shared.

On the other hand, certain types of data

(e.g. air quality sensor readings) are for

unrestricted public consumption. Vast

amounts of data are in the “grey zone”
where clear policies are required that

balance privacy, legal and public benefit

considerations.

A data policy is also needed to define

the contours of collaboration between

various governmental/ non-

governmental entities on sharing and

accessing the data. Such a policy must

address the critical concerns regarding

data ownership and safety. Lack of a

clear data policy prevents cities from

adopting data driven decision making as

the issues highlighted above remain

unanswered.

After analyzing relevant datasets, each

department has to prepare a negative

list. Confidential datasets, which contain

personally identifiable information and

those which concern security, would fall

into the negative list. Data on the assets

(e.g. fleet of solid waste management

trucks, waste recycling facilities) and

business operations (e.g. quantity of

waste recycled) would typically qualify

for the open category. After

identification, the data sets must be

published on the portal within 3 months.

Pune launched its open data portal in

October 2016. There is an emphasis on

making data sets available; 400+ data

sets have been added in the past year.

Health, Property Tax, Education and

Environment Departments are the key

contributors from a volume, richness

and time series aspect.

http://opendata.punecorporation.org/Citizen/User


Pune specific data from other

government agencies has been enabled-

Pune Mahanagar Parivahan Mahamandal

Ltd. (PMPML), Police, Maharashtra State

Electricity Distribution Ltd (MSEDCL), etc.

Departmental data officers have been

appointed to take ownership of the data

aggregation and segregation process

within specific departments. The

departmental data officer is responsible

for collating and making data sets

available to City Data Officer. City data

officer works with city leadership to

assess and tap the potential of data and

set up data culture across the

organization and outside the

organization.

B.2   Make government data 

understandable to the public 

The datasets which are contributed to

the Pune Data Store portal are populated

in specified machine readable formats

only.

The data has to be internally processed

to ensure that the quality standard is

met. High value data is governed by five

main principles, as outlined in Figure 2.

For Instance, Department of Solid Waste

Management collects prabhag (area) wise

data about the waste collected and how

it is responsibly disposed or recycled.

Data collected is high quality, primary

and in accordance with the principals

discussed above. This data can be

accessed from Pune’s Open Data portal

(here)

Pune Data Store also has a rich

mechanism for citizen engagement (as

described in Figure 3).

Other features of the open data platform

include single point access to open

datasets, enhanced visualization

platform, catalogues subscription,

community participation through forums,

blogs, infographics and visualizations

Figure 2: Principles of High Value Data 
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Figure 3: Mechanism for Citizen Engagement
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http://opendata.punecorporation.org/Citizen/CitizenDatasets/Index?categoryId=12&dsId=246&search=prabhag


B.3 Data standardization to facilitate

accessibility, analysis & research

The qualitative areas of improvement

include improving the quality of datasets

by converting it into a non pdf

consumable format and making it reader

friendly in terms of presentation. The

datasets have been made more granular.

For example, the property tax collection

and billing figures are now available ward

wise instead of being available only at a

very high-city level, allowing an individual

to access information about her/his

specific ward.

The readability of the datasets has been

improved by adding a README worksheet

to complex workbooks. This involves

standardization of acceptable metadata

parameters for domain specific datasets.

Dynamic API based linkages have also

been successfully made in certain cases.

A method to report the monthly statistics

has been put in place. Environment

indicator data, health data, birth-death

statistics etc. are available in a consistent

month–on-month format. Research

requires local data which can unlock

research on civic issues like transport,

traffic, solid waste etc. Multi-Disciplinary

researchers can provide different

perspectives or solutions on civic issues

to city administration to improve city

governance.

B.4   Drive Innovation & Create Value by 

catalyzing engagement

Create an ecosystem around usage and

engagement with open data-

a. Contribute datasets to the

open data realm

b. Consume datasets to build

innovative services.

Establish and nurture ecosystem partners -

including citizens, industry, academia and

civil society organizations – to enable

innovative use of open data to affect

positive change. Data sharing can lead to

enhanced citizens and community

engagement over various civic issues.

This can facilitate partnerships and

collaborations between institutions,

communities and stakeholders in

different ways. Improved civic

engagement enables delivery of

sustainable outcomes. Open Data can also

facilitate forming of communities around

datasets, domain of interest such as

sanitation, education, health.

This can give first hand input to

development community for building new

components, apps. It can also give input

to departments related to what kind of
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Figure 4: Open Data Results in Improved 

Civic Engagement 
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dataset is more useful and accordingly

prioritize the release of the datasets. City

governments can work with entrepreneurs,

industry, and academia to promote co-

creation and open innovation to design

cost-effective and contextual solutions to

address civic issues by empowering them

with required civic data.

Pune Data Store Platform has a strong

backend data management system which

can be used by PMC departments to publish

their datasets through a predefined

workflow. They also have a dashboard to

see the current status on their datasets,

usage analytics as well as feedback and

queries from citizens at one point.

C. Solution Enablers

1. Standardized data catalogues defined

for the important departments –
education, solid waste management,

health etc.

2. Use of open data to drive innovation in

optimization of citizen centric service

delivery.

3. Sensitize & capacitate departmental

data officers to use open data

metrics/metadata at a departmental

level is an ongoing process. While the

first steps have been taken, the gaps

are phenomenal and it will take

sustained efforts to inculcate data

based work culture in everyday

operations

4. Integration with existing Urban Local

Body (ULB) specific Command & Control

Centers, and integration of the Open

Data Portal with departmental

Application Programme Interface.

While some work in this area has been

done to integrate the open data portal

with departmental systems to feed

direct information, departments that

affect day to day lives of the citizens

like sewage treatment plant, water

supply etc. are yet to be integrated.

1. Increased transparency and

accountability

2. Greater trust in government systems

3. Enhanced government to government,

government to business and

government to academia collaboration

4. Social audit, open government and

increased public participation

5. Improved resource or asset visibility

6. Better decision making thereby leading

to more efficient and cost-effective

solutions

7. Open innovation and co-creation

Typically, an open data platform (refer:

Copenhagen, New York City and the

recently launched Amsterdam Data

Exchange platform) takes 2 – 4 years to set

up internal and external processes of

functional and technical engagement in a

sustainable manner. This also enables

departments to go through a change

management process, which is critical to

the cause of open data. One must

understand the implications of data

sharing, privacy norms and applicable laws

and policies.

Developing a comprehensive city data

policy provides clarity on the processes

required to populate open data portals,

helps in identification and segregation of

datasets, and introduces accountability by
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The Impact

Lessons Learned



nominating and engaging with

departmental data officers. From a citizen’s
standpoint, focus in the first phase needs

to be on high value datasets such as

property tax, education, health, water and

sanitation and grievance redressal.

It has been observed that creation of

formal or informal alliances with smart city

ecosystem partners leads to pro-active

engagement on the part of external

partners, and seamless contribution to

open data portals. Several civil society

organizations, academic and research

agencies conduct city specific research

studies and possess data and insights which

is potentially of great value to municipal

departments and citizens.

Proper time management is essential with

enough space for alterations. The process

often requires multiple demonstrations,

each dataset needs to be validated and

obtained in a machine readable format. It

takes repeated and multiple coordination

efforts to acquire the data needed.

A systemic and sustained approach by the

City Data Officer is essential towards

bringing all stakeholders together, whether

it is across various departments within the

municipality or across external stakeholders

like academia and start-ups to activate

meaningful engagement with and usage of

these data sets for solving urban problems.

In February 2019, the DataSmart Cities

Strategy was launched by the Ministry of

Housing and Urban Affairs which reinforces

and outlines the importance of developing

in a participatory manner, an Open Data

Policy, a City Data Policy and the Smart

Cities Data Alliance. In the light of the

recent events, Pune Municipal Corporation

will be focusing on developing a

comprehensive City Data Policy and the

governance frameworks and

implementation guidelines related to the

Smart Cities Data Alliance.

Through the alliance and associated

policies, organizations will be brought

together to tackle city specific socio-

economic developments using a data

centric approach.

For instance, there are a large number of

non-government organizations (NGO)

working in the school education segment -

distributing school-kits for free / providing

teaching support etc. If associated data

becomes available and accessible to all,

there is good opportunity to improve the

impact with the use of technology and

optimize funding by reducing duplication of

efforts.

Urban Mobility is another important topic

amongst urban planners at all levels of the

government. Traditionally, the approach

has been to use data from govt. sponsored

public transport systems as well as surveys.

Useful and reliable datasets on company

paid “shared” transport systems are

available with most large corporate houses.

The route information, subscription

statistics is useful data and should be

brought into the open data realm, enabling

exchange.

Hackathons, democratizing data through

contributions from multiple stakeholders,

and activation of data alliances thereby

taking the city of Pune to a higher level of

data maturity is envisioned in the upcoming

year.
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Way Forward
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